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A cookbook and 28-day action plan for leading a Hashimoto's healthy lifestyle.Despite the fact
that Hashimoto's is the most common thyroid disease in the United States affecting nearly 14
million Americans, there are few references for reducing symptoms with dietary changes. No
one understands this better than Karen Frazier, who has been living with Hashimoto's for more
than 20 years, and knows firsthand how hard it is to give up gluten, corn, soy, and dairy-
inflammatory foods. Laying out a month-long action plan with over 125 recipes to help you start
and stick to a Hashimoto's approved diet, this cookbook is your go-to guide to living a
Hashimoto's friendly life.In this Hashimoto's cookbook and action plan, you will find:A Month-
Long Hashimoto's Action Plan for eliminating problem foods, broken down into a 3-day cleanse
and a 3-week meal planOver 125 Recipes serving Hashimoto's friendly meals for breakfast,
lunch, dinner, desserts, and snacksHelpful Aids helping your transition to a Hashimoto's lifestyle
with symptom trackers and shopping listsAn Essential Introduction covering need-to-know
information about Hashimoto'sRecipes include: Banana Muffins, Asian Meatball Soup, Stuffed
Zucchini, Ginger Salmon with Sweet Potato Mash, Mustard and Herb Leg of Lamb, Vanilla-
Chamomile Poached Plums, and much more!Take action with this 28-day plan and feel for
yourself the benefits of a thyroid-friendly diet.

About the AuthorA.E. Bennett was an instructor in New Brunswick, Canada.Following a
successful career as a high school drafting teacher, Louis J. Siy spent 20 years as an industry
professional, serving as both a draftsman and a consultant. Siy remains active in the AWS and
has served on the organization's Symbols Committee.
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El Hombre, “Enjoyable, easy to read, and well done. So when I typically read real life military
stories from the modern wars, it has points of action, frustration, sometimes a little bit of comic
relief, and almost always a man's perspective and story telling. This book is just as gritty and
exciting where it needs to be, but for the parts of the book that are between missions on base,
her different take on the day to day is unique, and sometimes hilarious. She describes every
nuance of having to live, fly, and fight in the desert, and adds little details that no other book, or
male author, has added. I've really enjoyed reading it. Don't worry, even though she describes
how gross the toilets are here or the food is there, she still stays on mission when it comes to
flying and fighting in the Apache. Even though I'm a big mechanized warfare fan, I find myself
going to the glossary in the front of the book from time to time to look up all the acronyms she
appropriately interjects. This is the story of an experienced fighting Apache pilot and respected
officer, who just happens to be a woman.”

DC (military-male recently returned from Afghanistan), “Great read!. There are plenty of books
written by men about their war-time exploits, including some notable recent ones about
'helicopter heroics' in Afghanistan. However Charlotte's book stands apart from them for a
number of reasons. First and foremost, it provides a rare insight into the thoughts, feelings and
reflections of a woman engaged in modern combat operations. I found her book delightfully
honest and, being written with distinctly female stye and sensibilities, refreshing. Secondly, it is
historical - documenting how Charlotte became the first UK woman to qualify on the Apache
despite high odds against her success, and the entrenched bias against a woman in such an
'Alpha Male' domain. Finally, I believe Charlotte serves as both an inspiration and role model for
modern women everywhere. She's obviously highly intelligent, strongly motivated, insightful and
extremely capable but is also funny, sensitive, and remains very 'womanly' despite her
numerous brutal experiences. A great read!”

N, “Very well written. Having been deployed myself, alongside female colleagues, I find it very
interesting to read about the different ways the two sexes thinks and acts when we are out
there.Looking in the rearview mirror I'm pretty sure I've been guilty of staring a bit to much, more
than once, but hope no harm was done.It was a real eye opener to me, learning how lonely it can
feel to be the lone girl in a unit of guys.. Wish I'd known..Finally, thank you for your service
"Charlie" May very well have been a pointless war, but you certainly made a difference for the
guys on the ground!”

Paul Connell, “Dressed to Kill is a favourite. I really enjoyed this book. Enough about helicopter
technology and weapons and enough action to satisfy the boy in me. Moreover this is one of the
most down to earth accounts of warfare I have read. Right down to what the loos are like. It
really puts you in Afghanistan in Charlotte's shoes. i have read a number of books on the



Afghanistan war, mainly focusing on helicopter warfare. this really is the best by far. Have also
heard Charlotte interviewed in the UK and NZ.  Love to meet her. Highly recommend the book.”

Wade K, “A unique and fascinating book from a unique woman.. Really fascinating look at not
just getting into service and flying the famed apache gunship, but also a unique view from
Britain's first apache pilot. Very detailed and without any overt feminism and gloss, this book
would be a worthwile read coming from a man or a woman. The fact she is a "trailblazer" makes
it all the more fscinating and the action is thick and fast. If you have read Ed Macy's apache
accounts then this is a must to complete the experience!”

Robby, “Really liked it and interesting to see the war from a .... Didn't read this book for a few
months after I got it. Really liked it and interesting to see the war from a female combat pilots
point of view.”

Bruno Schreier, “The part about her personal ups and downs is fine. Otros certainly helps the
bystander to understand the .... The part about her personal ups and downs is fine. Otros
certainly helps the bystander to understand the attitude of the public towards their military forces
but I expected more narrative on the actual combat ops. Ed Macy did in Hellfire.”

Red, “Dressed to Kill. A captivating look into the lives of Apache Gunship pilots. It shows the
mental torture they endure on a daily basis knowing they are sent out to do their job of
eliminating the opposition. You also see how they try to blend in with home life when on leave.My
husband enjoyed it very much.”

2101bob, “Excellent companion to 'Apache' and 'Hellfire'. I'd recommend this as a 'companion'
to Ed Macy's two books about flying an Apache in Afghanistan (their tours overlapped). It has a
lot of action, but comes from a rather different background and perspective, Captain Madison
not having the previous military career of Macy, and above all being a woman in a man's world.
There are now many more women Apache (and other military machine) pilots/gunners, but her
experience was to some extent pioneering. She was evidently either lucky to be with 656
Squadron at that moment, with supportive, largely civilised males in her flights, or a very much
tougher female than the writing suggests - or possibly both!Madison's book doesn't focus on the
ethics of the UK's part in the war on terror in Afghanistan, but her doubts do surface regularly.
She offers no conclusion, leaving this to the reader.Some might find her frequent descriptions of
"girlie" topics irritating, but they offer an expansion of the 'definitive' Macy description of life as an
Apache attack soldier which is welcome in rounding out what our forces went through.”

GrahamP, “Excellent, well written bio.. It was good to hear her story as so many female members
of the armed forces are not given the credit they deserve. In my forces days (a long time ago!)
women didn't fly or fight on the front line. I'm not saying they should - I'm saying they should be



allowed to if they want.  This lady did - thank you for your service ma'am.”

Onyx, “Gripping. The job of apache pilot is uniquely demanding so to do that while being the first
woman and coming up against discrimination that some don't even bother to try to hide is
admirable.She talks not only of the job, which is extraordinary, but the feelings that come
alongside killing as they must.It's also particularly interesting to read the experiences of one of
the apache pilots involved in the truly extraordinary and courageous recovery of the body of
Mathew Ford the idea of leaving him to the Taliban is just unthinkable and if it wasn't for apache
pilots more deaths may have occurred trying to recover him particularly because they didn't
know if he was dead or just injured.We like to pretend that in the 21st century we have gender
equality but we simply don't and it's special people who pave the way and take us closer and any
men reading this who dismiss me ask yourself if you are free to express your feelings and have a
good cry.”

VenturaChris, “Apache for girls!. Ed Macy had mentioned a beautiful blonde female Apache pilot
in his book 'Apache', the first female Apache pilot in the AAC. So I got some what excited when I
found Dressed to Kill by Charlotte Madison. I read it in a few afternoon's and wasn't
disappointed. While it isn't as good as Macy's 'Apache' it does cover the same periods of time
and characters from an altogether different perspective. Namely, from that of a woman. The book
goes through a lot, from Charlotte's beginnings with the Army to training with the AAC and
following the Apache conversion course, before moving through her numerous tours, and its one
hell of a ride. It was strange but welcoming to follow a girls account through this male dominated
theatre of war and mixed in with the flying, the fighting, the briefings and usual army humour are
dirty finger nails, men's smelly feet and wedding planning! The only reason I didn't give it that 5th
star is because there were one too many detailed accounts of the struggles of going to the toilet
as a woman while in Afghanistan. My missus would say the same about the toilets in the local
clubs so felt it unnecessary. But then again, for the first time ever, the other half wants to read a
book that interests me, and it probably helps other women relate so i'm sure she'll enjoy the
book as much as I did, while complaining about the one too many accounts of shout-outs and
battles. Altogether, an excellently written and exciting read that differs from the usual modern
warfare account and will hopefully interest both sexes.”

The book by Kazuhisa Miyoshi has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 259 people have provided feedback.
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